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An attention management process for redirecting and maintaining thoughts on life-categories 
instrumental to rational intramental develpment and bahavioral direction, productions, &c...

Related to developments on earlier articles: Higher Order Attention ("Imagination and Filtration"), and 
movement in the personal categories from reminders by reference to mnemonic reminders. This is the 
recording of an already used mnemonic device.
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Brain-Outwards Category Recall Mnemonic Subprocess
Date: 31/12/2022, 7/1/2023, 11/01/2023
Author: Mattanaw, Christopher Matthew Cavanaugh, 

Chief Architect/Advisor, Social Architects INTL

A mnemonic that can be used for complete recall of the life categories in regular sequence, when direct 
access to individual categories without mnemonic (other than recollection of the list) feels ineffective. If 
direct access is fast enough disuse of this particular mnemonic for that use is desirable.
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Direct Category Recall Subprocess
Date: 31/12/2022, 7/1/2023
Author: Mattanaw, Christopher Matthew Cavanaugh, 

Chief Architect/Advisor, Social Architects INTL

A mnemonic that can be used for complete recall of the life categories in regular sequence, when direct 
access to individual categories without mnemonic (other than recollection of the list) feels ineffective. If 
direct access is fast enough disuse of this particular mnemonic for that use is desirable.

Recognize 
presently 

performed activity, 
and repetition from 

the finite list of 
available activies.

I. Brain. List categories mnemonically 
categorized as close to "brain" or "mind" 
and review relevance to present activity, 
review any related plans, ideas, tasks, 

etc... related to that category. Develop that 
category. Relate that category to other 

categories.

1. Cycles and Sifts 

2. Mind and Mental 
Development

4. Meditation, Mood, 
Habit

3. Planning and 
Visualization

5. Humor

II. Body. List categories mnemonically 
categorized as close to "body" and perform 

the same activity as I.

6 | 1. Fitness

7 | 2. Nutrition

9 | 4. Property and 
Organization

8 | 3. Health, Hygeine, 
and Cleanliness

10 | 5. Rest and 
Rejuvenation

III. Environment. List categories 
mnemonically categorized as close to 

"body" and perform the same activity as I.

11 | 1. Environment

12 | 2. Outdoors and 
Travel

14 | 4. Music and Art

13 | 3. Livelihood

15 | 5. Relationships
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Direct Category Recall 
Subprocess

Directly recall from list of categories in 
any order useful or relevant, or 

interrelated, but proceed through all 
categories. Consult list if still learning, 

or if seems an aid is required.
Think through anything related of interest, 
relevant, related to plans or tasks, or work 

creatively and develop.
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Activity List Review Subprocess
Date: 11/01/2023
Author: Mattanaw, Christopher Matthew Cavanaugh, 

Chief Architect/Advisor, Social Architects INTL

When an activity is being peformed and the attention management process is started, it is necessary to 
know what the activity being performed is (it's simple name or category), and some description of it that 
would expand into relations including the various life categories. If the activity is not easily recalled, or 
the simple name is not recognized, or a good description is not known, it is useful to train on an existing 
list.

Activity list review required, in 
mnemonic form or in list form (in 
mind or on record, if can't easily 

be directly recalled). Review 
activity list, to find applicable 
activity currently underway.

Morning Routine (various other 
activities pull into this larger 

activity)

The currently planned mnemonic also utilizes the existing life categories for organization, 
although it does not name activites on the basis of those categories. For example, fitness 
items are clearly identified and brought to mind as a group, as does items related to nutrition, 
which are food related behaviors, like cooking, organizing food, shopping for food, &c... 
Transportation related items are interrelated and relate to environment, and outdoors and travel under 
the current system of life-catgories. Hygeine related items are clearly recognized. Activities related to 
possessions, organization, management and cleaning relate to life categories. Each activity however 
is more clearly and vividly utilized if it simply describes what is done, and not what it's category is, for 
the purposes of this process. When one is running, one first thinks "I am running" when the activity is 
identified, before relating it to fitness and life categories as one traverses each category. Numerous 
categories relate to each activity. The list of activities is really smaller than people might expect, 
indicating that human behavior is easily encapsulated, especially focusing on one's own behavior. In 
this process only one of the categories below, or one identified is utilized typically, although 
sometimes more than one together better describes an activity. "I'm working at the coffee house on 
the computer while drinking coffee listening to music, multitasking." Every time the attention 
management process is run, an activity is selected. It is either directly recognized with ease rapidly, or 
this list/mnemonic is used, mentally or by review.

Evening Routine (various other 
activities pull into this larger 

activity)

Walking/Running for transit.

Walking/Running for 
exercise, without transit 

objective.

Hiking

Gym, weight lifting, cardio, 
other...

Brushing teeth, flossing, 
personal general dental 

hygeine.

Showering, personal 
hygeine, body/hair 
cleaning, shaving...

Shaving, grooming, mirror 
examination, bodily 

examination.

Cooking, food processing, 
food storage and 

organization.

Dish washing, kitchen 
cleaning, surface cleaning 

related to food.

Eating out, drinking out, 
coffee shop visit, restaurant 
visit, bar visit. Food service.

Working, reading, etc... at 
coffee shop, tea shop, 

lounge.

Sitting on bus, Driving a 
car, riding a bicycle, with 

transit objectives.

Shopping for clothing, gear, 
property near the body in 

usage, storage, or 
organization.

Shopping for groceries, 
drinks, miscellaneous small 

home goods, small utility 
items.

Flying on an airplane, at 
airport, for transit.

Flying on an airplane, at 
airport, for transit.

Putting on clothing, planning 
wardrobe, prepping wardrobe.

Organizing bags, gear, primary 
possessions in gear. Paying bills, examining 

expenditures, reviewing 
budget, assets available, 
upcoming expenditures...

Reading a paper book, reading a 
digital book, website, your 

website/book/journal, at <fill in>, 
while <fill in>.

Reading a paper book, reading a 
digital book, website, your 

website/book/journal, at <fill in>, 
while <fill in>.

Productions on the computer, 
written

Productions on the computer, 
audiovisual

Art, drawing

Musical playlist cultivation, 
listening.

Museums visits

Park visits, outdoor sporting

Conversation with another 
person face to face.

Online conversation with 
another person, phone 

conversation.

Online posting of 
productions written or 

audiovisual.

Computer programming, 
architectural process desing, 

process planning.

Accounting, tax preparation

Relaxing at dwelling, sitting 
on couch at dwelling, 
watching television, 

computer entertainment, 
films at dwelling.

Attending class, online or offline.

Doing work for client, work for 
school.

Preparing for sleep, laying in bed, 
resting.

Personal pleasure, masturbation, 
medical self evaluation 

(purposeful pseudo-masturbation, 
"medicaling")

Laundry at dwelling, 
laundromat.

Eating at dwelling, drinking 
beverage at dwelling, 

drinking coffee, water, fruit 
and water.

Travel planning on computer
Reviewing images, videos, 

etc.. on devices and on 
computer

Looking at women on social 
media, scrumpting, 

performing scrumpt study 
(study of human sexuality).

Goofing off, joking around, 
dancing around, 

miscellaneous humorous 
behaviors.

Bodyweight focused exercise 
at dwelling, near dwelling.

Activity designator, 
simple name selection
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